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Abstract. We present N-body simulations of groups of
galaxies with a number of very different initial conditions.
These include spherical isotropic, nonspherical anisotropic
collapses and virialised spherical systems. In all cases but
one the merging instability leads to the formation of a gi-
ant central galaxy in the center of the group. The initial
conditions of the exception are such that no galaxies are
present in the central part of the group. Thus some cen-
tral seed of material is necessary to trigger the formation
of a giant central galaxy. We concentrate on the prop-
erties of these giant central galaxies. Spherical virialised
systems give rise to relatively round and isotropic systems,
while aspherical initial conditions give rise to triaxial ob-
jects with anisotropic velocity dispersion tensors. In the
latter cases the orientation of the resulting central galaxy
is well correlated with that of the initial cluster. We com-
pare the projected properties of the objects formed with
the properties of real brightest cluster member galaxies.
The surface density profiles are in good agreement with
the observed surface brightness profiles. In the case of ex-
tended virialised groups the projected properties of the
giant central galaxy are the same as the properties of cD
galaxies. These include a halo of luminous material and a
nearly flat velocity dispersion profile.
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD –
galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: interactions
– methods: numerical.
1. Introduction.
The center of galaxy clusters are usually dominated by
very massive (∼ 1013M⊙) and extended (∼ 300 kpc)
galaxies, called brightest cluster members, or D or cD
galaxies, whose particular physical properties require a
distinct formation scenario. More detailed information on
these objects is given in the reviews by Tonry (1987), Ko-
rmendy & Djorgovski (1989) and Schombert (1992). Four
Send offprint requests to: C. Garc´ıa Go´mez
theories have been proposed so far to explain the proper-
ties of these central dominant galaxies.
The first theory is related to the presence of cool-
ing flows in clusters of galaxies (Cowie & Binney 1977;
Fabian & Nulsen 1977). If the central cluster density is
high enough, intracluster gas can gradually condense and
form stars at the bottom of the potential well. Andreon et
al. (1992), however, show that colour gradients are small or
absent, while McNamara & O’Connell (1992) find colour
anomalies only in the inner 5-10% of the cooling radii esti-
mated by X-ray observations. Furthermore, they find that
the amplitudes of these colour anomalies imply star for-
mation rates that account for at most a few percent of
the material that is cooling and accreting on the central
galaxy, if the initial mass function is the same as that of
the solar neighbourhood.
The second theory involves tidal stripping. Cluster
galaxies that pass near the center of the cluster may be
stripped by the tidal forces arising from the cluster po-
tential or the potential of the central galaxy itself. The
stripped material eventually falls to the center of the po-
tential well, where the giant galaxy resides, and may be
responsible for the halo of cD galaxies. This theory was
first proposed by Gallagher and Ostriker (1972) and later
developed by Richstone (1975, 1976). It can explain the
halos of cD galaxies, but it is unable to explain the dif-
ferences between D galaxies, which are central dominant
galaxies with no halo, and cD galaxies. Moreover, observa-
tions show that the velocity dispersion of the stars in cD
halos is three times smaller than the velocity dispersion of
galaxies in the cluster, and so this theory should work out
how tidally stripped material is slowed down as it builds
up a cD halo.
The third theory links the formation of the central
galaxy to progressive mergings or captures of less massive
galaxies by the central object of a cluster. This theory is
known as “galactic cannibalism” and was first proposed
by Ostriker & Tremaine (1975) and later developed by
Ostriker & Hausman (1977). Merging might account for
the formation of the central parts of first ranked galax-
ies with a de Vaucouleurs profile, since such a profile is
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often found in the simulations of galaxy mergers (Barnes
& Hernquist 1992 and references therein). Photometric
observations (Schombert 1987) discard the analytical ap-
proach of Ostriker and Hausman (1977), which is based
on homology. The observation of multiple nuclei in central
galaxies is often cited as evidence in favour of the merg-
ing theory. Nevertheless, the rates of mass increase which
are obtained by analyses of samples of central galaxies
with multiple nuclei (Lauer 1988; Merrifeld & Kent 1991;
Blakslee & Tonry 1992) are more in agreement with a
weak cannibalism than with a strong one. The observa-
tions of Thuan & Romanishin (1981), Morbey & Morris
(1983) and Malumuth & Kirshner (1985) also give support
to the theory of galactic cannibalism.
As a fourth alternative, Merritt (1983, 1984, 1985) sug-
gests that the essential properties of cD galaxies are de-
termined no later than cluster collapse. At later stages
frequent merging between galaxies would be inhibited by
the relatively high velocities between galaxies and the high
fraction of the mass in a common background halo. Fur-
thermore Merritt argues that truncation of galaxy halos
during cluster collapse should make time scales for dynam-
ical friction longer than a Hubble time and thus “turn off”
subsequent evolution in the cluster.
In the eighties the dynamics of clusters of galaxies were
explored by a number of studies which use different tech-
niques and which include a variety of physical phenomena
via numerical recipes. Such approaches have been criti-
cized by Garc´ıa-Go´mez, Athanassoula & Garijo (1996),
who have compared a few of them to fully self-consistent
simulations and have found them to be of very unequal
quality.
More recently, with the advent of modern supercom-
puters, self-consistent simulations are possible. Funato et
al. (1993) followed the evolution of 65536 particles with
the special purpose GRAPE-3 machine. Mass was dis-
tributed between galaxies and a cluster background. The
density profiles of both galaxies and background followed
Plummer distributions with different scale sizes. In this
simulation stripping was more important than merging
for the evolution of the galaxies. In another simulation,
however, Bode et al. (1994), using 40000 particles, found
that merging was more important. In both works a central
dominant object is formed as the result of the evolution
of the systems. The differences in their results can be as-
cribed to the different density profiles and mass distribu-
tions selected to represent the galaxies (Bode et al. 1994).
Bode et al. also looked for multiple nuclei in their simula-
tions. In cases where the common halo has initially 50%
of the total mass in the cluster they find that multiple
nuclei are seen at least 20% of the time, with a maximum
of 40% at 11 Gyrs, a number in agreement with what is
expected from the projected surface density distributions.
Bode et al. also showed that increasing the common halo
mass slows the merging rate. For 90% of the mass in a
common halo the merging time is longer than the Hubble
time.
Our simulations are fully self-consistent, but, while
most simulations concentrate on the dynamics of the clus-
ter as a whole, our aim is to study the formation of the
central dominant galaxy. Our simulations and their initial
conditions are presented in section 2 and their evolution
is discussed in section 3. In section 4 we study the prop-
erties of the central object, both in three dimensions and
projected, and compare them, whenever possible, with the
observed properties of brightest cluster members. Finally
we summarise our results in section 5.
2. Initial conditions and computational method.
We have performed a series of N-body simulations with
the purpose of studying the formation of central dominant
galaxies and in particular of cD galaxies. In all cases we
used 45000 particles representing at the onset 50 identi-
cal galaxies of 900 particles each. This is somewhat higher
or of the same order as the corresponding number used
by Funato et al. (1993) and by Bode et al. (1994) and,
as shown by Garcia-Gomez et al. (1996), is sufficient for
our purposes. The particles in a given galaxy were ini-
tially taken to follow a Plummer distribution of core ra-
dius 0.2 and unit mass. For all the simulations, except
for Vh, the radial distances from the center of the group
to the galaxy centers were picked at random between 0
and Rc. For simulation Vh the central part of the sphere
contained no galaxy, i.e. the radial distances were picked
between 0.5Rc and Rc. In the case of non-spherical initial
conditions the X coordinate of the distance of each galaxy
from the group center is multiplied by some appropriate
constant. The essential information on the initial condi-
tions can be found in Table 1. Column 1 gives the run
identifier and Column 2 the radius of the sphere initially
containing all the galaxies. In Column 3 we can find the
ratio of initial kinetic energy to the absolute value of the
potential energy of the galaxies seen as point masses. A
value of 0.0 for this ratio stands for collapsing systems,
while a value of 0.5 stands for initially virialised systems.
In the latter case the velocity dispersion of the bulk mo-
tion of the galaxies is taken to be isotropic. Column 4 gives
the ratio of the initial velocity dispersion of the galaxies
within the cluster to the velocity dispersion of the parti-
cles within a galaxy and, finally, Column 5 gives the axial
ratios of the system.
Runs C1, C2, Cp and Co (“p” for prolate and “o” for
oblate) are initially collapsing systems, while runs V, Vh,
Vc1 and Vc2 (“h” for hollow and “c” for compact) are ini-
tially virialised systems. We shall, for brevity, often refer
to the former simply as “collapsing”, rather than “ini-
tially collapsing”, and to the latter simply as “virialised”.
Runs V and Vh have similar initial global conditions but,
for reasons which will be discussed later, run Vh was ini-
tially depleted of galaxies in the central part. Since the
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of Run V. Note the rapid formation of the central dominant galaxy from the initial seed of galaxies and
the creation of a uniformly distributed background from the material stripped from the satellite galaxies by the tidal forces of
the cluster.
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Table 1. Initial conditions
Name Rc K/ | P | σc/σg x : y : z
C1 30 0.0 0.0 1 : 1 : 1
C2 30 0.0 0.0 1 : 1 : 1
Cp 30 0.0 0.0 2 : 1 : 1
Co 30 0.0 0.0 0.5 : 1 : 1
V 20 0.5 1.4 1 : 1 : 1
Vh 20 0.5 1.0 1 : 1 : 1
Vc1 10 0.5 1.9 1 : 1 : 1
Vc2 10 0.5 1.8 1 : 1 : 1
number of galaxies in all the runs is the same, this means
that there are more galaxies in the outer parts of the group
in run Vh than in run V. Runs Vc1 and Vc2 are also viri-
alised systems, but in these cases the initial radius of the
sphere containing the galaxies is half that of run V. In all
these initial conditions all the mass is initially bound to
galaxies. Simulations where a fraction of the mass is in a
common halo will be discussed in a future paper.
For the collapsing simulations C1 and C2 and the viri-
alised ones Vc1 and Vc2 we used the same global initial
conditions, but different initial seeds, in order to check
for a possible influence of the realisations on the final re-
sults. The collapsing systems of run Cp and run Co were
initially anisotropic systems and were performed with the
aim of studying the possible influence of the initial shape
of the system on the final properties of the central galaxy.
Run Cp is an initially prolate system where the initial size
of the X axis is doubled, while run Co is an initially oblate
system for which the initial size of the X axis is halved.
We followed the evolution of these groups using a
version of the Barnes and Hut treecode (Barnes & Hut
1986), particularly adapted for a Cray computer (Hern-
quist 1988). The time step was taken to be equal to 0.0075
and the softening length equal to 0.05, which is of the or-
der of the mean interparticle distance in the initial galaxy.
This ensured an energy conservation better than 10−3.
Each simulation was continued for 4000 steps, i.e. a to-
tal time in simulation units of 30. One simulation lasted
about 150 hours on a CRAY 2L. In this paper we will use
the computer units Mgal = Rgal = G = 1, where Mgal
is the initial mass in each galaxy, Rgal is their initial ra-
dius and G is the gravitational constant. To compare with
the observations these can be converted to real units by
assigning a mass and a radius to each galaxy. In the fol-
lowing we will assumeMgal = 5×1011 M⊙ and Rgal = 30
kpc, which gives 1.40× 108 years and 208 kms−1 for the
units of time and velocity respectively. It is obvious that
this choice, albeit reasonable, is not unique, and that other
neighbouring values would have been equally well accept-
able. This should be kept in mind when comparing with
observational data, hence agreements to within a factor of
two should be considered quite satisfactory.
3. Evolution of the simulations.
We show in Fig. 1 the time evolution of run V. A central
galaxy is quickly formed beginning with the galaxies ini-
tially near the center of the group. Later this galaxy grows
from the rest of the members of the cluster, often literally
swallowing up an entire companion, as suggested in the
galactic cannibalism picture (Ostriker & Hausman 1977).
Galaxies also lose material due to tidal forces. This mass
is accreted to the center of the potential well which is oc-
cupied by the central giant galaxy. The evolution of the
other simulations is similar to that of run V in the sense
that a central galaxy is quickly formed, growing, however,
at different rates in the different simulations. The sole ex-
ception is run Vh, where no central object is formed.
In Fig. 2 we plot the mean distance of the galaxies
from the center of the cluster, Rg, as a function of time
for all our simulations. The central galaxy is not taken
into account in this average, and we also do not introduce
a weighting by mass. The size of the group diminishes
steadily in all the collapsing systems but at different rates.
Runs C1 and C2, which are two different realisations of
the same initial global conditions, evolve at similar rates
until the time of maximum collapse is reached at t ∼ 2.8
Gyr.
After this time both systems suffer the same small ex-
pansion. The similarity between the results of runs C1 and
C2 indicate that the statistical fluctuations in the initial
conditions have a small influence on the later evolution of
the group. This same conclusion can also be reached by
comparing runs Vc1 and Vc2, for which the differences are
even smaller. The system of run Co is maximally collapsed
at a slightly earlier time. Because its extension along the
X axis is smaller than that of the spherical symmetric sys-
tems by a factor of 2, it starts out smaller and denser, and
hence it collapses faster. In the case of run Cp on the other
hand, the extension along the X axis is greater than that
of the spherically symmetric systems by a factor of 2, so
the system is less dense and the collapse rate is slower. For
all virialised groups, except for run Vh, the mean radius of
the group increases steadily. As there are no single galaxies
left in the central parts the mean radius of the distribu-
tion gets bigger. Moreover, a few galaxies acquire enough
speed to reach large distances from the system. These fac-
tors increase the mean radius of the system. This is not
the case for run Vh, where no central dominant galaxy is
formed, and for which the mean radius of the cluster stays
roughly constant.
Fig. 3 shows that the total number of galaxies dimin-
ishes steadily as a function of time, but at different rates
for each simulation. Again runs C1 and C2, as well as runs
Vc1 and Vc2, behave in a very similar way. For run Cp, ini-
tially a bigger prolate system, galaxies need longer times
to reach the center and so the number of mergings is lower.
On the other hand the number of mergings for run Co is
similar to the number of mergings in the spherically col-
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of the mean radius of the group of sur-
viving galaxies for each of our simulations. In the top panel we
show the evolution of this parameter for the collapsing clus-
ters and in the lower panel the evolution for the initially viri-
alised clusters. Symbols for collapsing groups: run C1 filled tri-
angles, run C2 filled squares, run Cp diamonds, run Co stars.
Virialised groups: run Vh filled stars, run V triangles, run Vc1
circles, run Vc2 swiss crosses.
lapsing systems, i.e. those of runs C1 and C2. This result
is unexpected and we have no clear explanation to offer.
For the virialised groups the two extreme cases correspond
to run Vh, where only seven galaxies disappear, and runs
Vc1 and Vc2, where this number decreases very rapidly at
the start and levels off towards the end of the simulation.
The difference between run V on the one hand and runs
Vc1 and Vc2 on the other is due to the fact that the galax-
ies in runs Vc1 and Vc2 are closer together, an effect which
seems to be stronger than the relatively larger relative ve-
locities between galaxies. Note also the strong difference
between run V and run Vh, which are simulations with
similar global properties, except for the fact that the lat-
ter simulation has no galaxies in its central regions. This
shows that the presence of an initial central seed of galax-
ies initiates the merging instabilities and the formation of
the central object via mergings. A central giant galaxy is
formed in only three of our four cases with similar viri-
alised initial conditions. For the case of Run Vh the seven
galaxies that have disappeared by the end of the simula-
tion are not in a central object. A background is formed
by diffuse material that has been stripped from the galax-
ies, while some galaxies merge in the external parts. On
the contrary in run V, where all the evolution of the sys-
tem is driven by the central object, no mergings between
satellite galaxies occur.
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the number of surviving galaxies in
the group for each of our simulations. Panels are as in Fig. 2.
Note the rapid decrease of this number for runs Vc1 and Vc2.
Symbols as in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 4 we show the time evolution of the mass of
the central object. This mass grows steadily in all simula-
tions. For the collapsing systems the central object grows
rapidly, at a rate which is in most cases roughly constant
with time. Furthermore, the mean rate is higher than that
of the virialised groups of the same initial size (runs V and
Vh). For the virialised systems Vc1 and Vc2 the rate of
the evolution is very rapid at the start of the simulations,
due to their small initial radius. Galaxies last longer in
the virialised groups of run Vh and run V. Actually in
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run Vh there is no central object and the mass quoted
in this figure corresponds to a distributed background. In
run V secondary galaxies also lose material via tidal strip-
ping, but there is a central object growing by accretion of
this material and by merging of some satellite galaxies.
Differences in the realisations of the initial conditions af-
fect somewhat the result for the collapsing simulations C1
and C2, but hardly so for the virialised ones Vc1 and Vc2.
Fig. 4. Time evolution of the mass of the central object. This
mass always increases steadily with time, except for Run Vh,
where no central galaxy is formed and the mass quoted corre-
sponds to the mass of the distributed background. Symbols as
in Fig. 2.
In order to differentiate between growth of the cen-
tral galaxy by mergings and growth by accretion of ma-
terial from other galaxies and to measure the amount of
stripping in each simulation, we plot in Fig. 5 the time
evolution of the parameter ∆m defined as:
∆m =
M0g −Mg
Mc
where Mg is the mass in galaxies excluding the central
object,M0g is the mass that this same number of galaxies
should have if there were no stripping or merging between
them (i.e. the mass of the same number of galaxies in the
beginning of the simulation) and Mc is the mass of the
central object. If there are some mergings between the
secondary galaxies then Mg will be greater than M0g and
this parameter will take on negative values. If the dom-
inant effect is the stripping by the tidal potential of the
group and merging only takes place between the secondary
galaxies and the central object, ∆m will take positive val-
ues. The greater the value of this parameter, the greater
the amount of mass loss by stripping in the secondary
galaxies. Fig. 5 shows that the evolution of ∆m depends
strongly on the initial conditions of the system and, for
the case of the collapsing simulations, even on the reali-
sation of the initial conditions. In some collapsing groups
some mergings between secondary galaxies take place, and
these dominate the evolution of the group until there is
a big central object formed in the center. Thereafter we
only find mergings with this giant galaxy and stripping
of the secondary galaxies. In the virialised systems there
is no merging between the secondary galaxies. These spi-
ral to the center, losing some material, and finally merge
with the central object. We may also note that the effect
of stripping is more pronounced in run V, which is the ex-
tended virialised system. The core radius of the galaxies,
defined as the radius containing 35% of the most bound
particles, remains nearly constant during the simulation,
with variations of less than 0.05%. The velocity dispersion
of this set of particles, which can be taken as a measure
of the central velocity dispersion of the galaxy, suffers a
small decrease (0.15%).
In Fig. 6 we plot the time evolution of the total
mass of the central galaxy and the mass increase due to
stripping from the secondary galaxies. The difference be-
tween the gives the contribution from merging of the sec-
ondary galaxies with the central object. In order to obtain
smoother curves, which are necessary particularly for the
derivatives discussed in the next paragraph, we have used
5-point sliding means of the data. As can be seen, merging
is the dominant process for most collapsing cases, while
for the extended virialised system (run V) the contribu-
tion from stripping is dominant. It is interesting to note
the difference between the evolutions of the central object
in runs C1 and C2, which are different realisations of the
same global initial conditions. Their evolution as a group
is quite similar, but the evolution of the central object
differs considerably. While in run C1 there are nearly no
mergings in the first timesteps, in run C2 the central ob-
ject grows from the start of the simulation. This is simply
due to the presence or absence of a couple of galaxies in
the central parts. Furthermore, the contribution of merg-
ing and stripping to the mass of the central galaxy is very
different in the two cases. In run C1 the contribution of
stripped material is very small, while it is comparable to
that of mergings in run C2. The central galaxy formed in
run Co, which is the denser system, also grows quickly,
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of the parameter ∆m, defined in the
text, which measures the degree of evolution in the surviving
galaxies. Positive values of this parameter indicate that the
galaxies are suffering stripping of their outer parts, while neg-
ative values indicate that some merging between the secondary
galaxies is taking place. Symbols as in Fig. 2.
while the galaxy in run Cp, the less dense group, grows
slower. For the virialised simulations the galaxy formed in
run Vc1, the most tightly bound case, grows very quickly
at the start, but after some time, when nearly half of the
galaxies have disappeared, the rate levels off. This is not
true for the galaxy formed in run V, since the system is less
dense, the tidal forces are not as strong and the secondary
galaxies in the central parts do not lose their identity as
easily. The results for run Vc2 are very similar to those
for run Vc1, and thus have not been plotted.
Fig. 7 shows the rate at which this mass increase pro-
ceeds. The values plotted are the values obtained from
those in Fig. 6 using a centered three point approxima-
tion for the derivatives. The peaks in the solid lines cor-
respond to recent mergings and the peaks in the dotted
lines are associated with massive accretion of stripped ma-
terial. In collapsing systems the contribution from merging
dominates over the contribution from stripping in a fair
fraction of the time. On the other hand stripping is more
Fig. 6. The total mass in the central object as a function
of time (solid line) and the contribution to this mass from
stripped material (dotted line). The contribution of stripped
material is quite important in all the cases especially in the
initially virialised groups.
important in the case of initially virialised systems. In the
case of run Vc1 the stripping is very important in the ini-
tial stages of the simulation. Later on, when the central
object is bigger, it is the merging that dominates. The
most interesting case is run V, where stripping dominates
during nearly all the simulation.
4. The central galaxy
4.1. Definition of the central galaxy
We first need to define the central galaxy in an unam-
biguous way. The information about the particles in each
galaxy is stored in a sequential way. Thus the first 900 par-
ticles always correspond to the particles initially bound to
the first galaxy, the second 900 particles to those initially
bound to the second galaxy and so on. The process used to
decide which particles are bound to the central galaxy at
a given time is as follows: For each galaxy, we take the ini-
tially bound 900 particles and calculate the binding energy
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the rate of increase of mass of the central
object due to merging (solid line) and stripping (dotted line).
In collapsing systems the contribution from merging dominates
over the contribution from stripping in a fair fraction of the
time. On the other hand for the central object formed in run V
(extended virialised system) the mass increase is mainly dom-
inated by stripped material.
of each particle with respect to this subsystem. We discard
all particles with positive energy and we repeat the pro-
cess until we get a stable number of particles. Usually only
two iterations are needed. We thus define the secondary
galaxies at a given time step of the simulation. The dis-
carded particles are not immediately incorporated into the
background. As a second step we consider the possibility
of some mass transfer between galaxies. We check the pos-
sibility that some of the particles that have escaped their
initial parent galaxy are now bound to another one of the
galaxies. For each galaxy we calculate the energies of all
the particles inside a sphere of radius R = 1 centered on
the galaxy. All the particles which are not part of another
galaxy and which have negative energies are ascribed to
this galaxy. If after these two steps we find a galaxy with
less than 10% of the number of points it had initially, we
do not consider it as a single entity and its particles are
assigned to the background. After these two steps we are
left with two sets of particles. The first set consists of the
particles bound to some of the galaxies and the second
is the set of particles not bound to any galaxy. We con-
sider this second set of particles separately, and, in order
to distinguish which, amongst these particles, constitute
the central object and which the diffuse background, we
calculate the energy of these particles relative to this sub-
system. Only particles with negative binding energy are
considered as the particles forming the central object.
Finally we also take into account the possibility of
merging between the satellite galaxies and the central
galaxy, or between two galaxies. We check if a galaxy
of core radius rc1 and central velocity dispersion σ1 has
merged with a second galaxy with parameters rc2 and σ2
placed at a distance ∆r and moving at a relative velocity
∆v to the first galaxy. If both conditions
∆r < A(rc1 + rc2) (1)
∆v < B(σ1 + σ2) (2)
are satisfied simultaneously, the two galaxies are merged
and all the particles of the smaller galaxy are ascribed to
the bigger one, conserving at the same time the momen-
tum of the binary system. After some tests the parameters
A and B were given the values 1.4 and 0.6 respectively.
The core radius of a given galaxy is defined as fol-
lows: We first sort the particles in a galaxy as a function
of their binding energy and consider the 35% which are
most bound. The core radius is then defined as the small-
est radius containing these particles. The value of 35% has
been obtained by imposing that the core radius thus ob-
tained for the initial galaxies coincides with their initial
core radius, i.e. 0.2. With these particles we calculate the
mean position and velocity of the galaxy. Its central veloc-
ity dispersion is defined as the dispersion of the particles
within the core radius. For the case of the central object,
we used only the 10% most bound particles, instead of
35% as in the satellite galaxies, in order to avoid an ex-
cessive number of mergings between the satellite galaxies
and the central object.
4.2. Three dimensional properties
The central object is divided into three concentric shells as
follows: We rank particles in order of decreasing binding
energy. We neglect particles in the top 5th percentile, i.e.
the most bound particles, because they could be affected
by the softening length of our simulations. In the first shell
we include particles with binding energy between the 5th
and 30th percentiles; in the second shell particles with
binding energy between the 30th and 60th percentiles and
in the last shell particles with binding energy between the
60th and 90th percentiles. We exclude the last 10% of par-
ticles because these could be recently accreted material,
and thus not in equilibrium with the rest of the galaxy.
Using only three shells we have enough particles in each
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one. In this we follow the method used by Barnes (1992)
in his study of the merger remnants of the collision be-
tween two spiral galaxies, with the difference that he used
only the 75% most bound particles, while we include in
our analysis the 90% most bound particles, since we are
interested mainly in the external parts.
4.2.1. Shape and orientation
Porter, Schneider & Hoessel (1991) showed from isopho-
tometry of 175 brightest cluster ellipticals that in most
cases their ellipticities increase with increasing radius. Ry-
den, Lauer & Postman (1993) derived mean isophotal axis
ratios for 119 brightest cluster ellipticals in Abell clusters
and found from best fitting models that their most prob-
able shape parameters are b/a = 0.8 and c/a = 0.76. Fur-
thermore an increasing wealth of evidence shows that the
orientation of the brightest cluster ellipticals is not ran-
dom, but correlates well with that of the cluster in which
they are found (Sastry 1968, Rood & Sastry 1972, Austin
and Peach 1974, Carter & Metcalfe 1980, Bingelli 1982,
Struble & Peebles 1985, Rhee & Katgert 1987, Lambas et
al. 1988)
In order to compare the orientation and the shape of
our simulations with that of brightest cluster members we
calculate for each of the three shells discussed in the begin-
ning of this section the normalised inertia tensor defined
as:
D ≡
∑
i=1
mi
xi ⊗ xi
|xi|2
This normalised tensor gives similar results as the non-
normalised one, while avoiding some problems with the
more distant particles (Barnes 1992). On the other hand,
this tensor could have problems with the particles that
are near the center, but these particles are among the 5%
most bound particles that are discarded from our analysis.
This tensor can be diagonalised to obtain the eigen-
values (Q1 ≤ Q2 ≤ Q3) and their associated eigenvectors.
The axial ratios of each shell are defined as follows:
b
a
=
√
Q2
Q3
c
a
=
√
Q1
Q3
We do this for each shell and for each snapshot. In this
way we are able to study the shape of the different shells,
their relative alignment and their time evolution.
In Fig. 8 we show the results of the time evolution of
the axial ratios for the three concentric shells of the central
objects obtained in the simulation of collapsing systems.
In the left panels we show the b/a ratios and in the right
panels the c/a ratios. All objects are oblate or mildly tri-
axial, the triaxiality being most evident in the external
shell, in good agreement with the observational results of
Mackie, Visvanathan & Carter (1990) and Porter, Scnei-
der & Hoessel (1991). The most triaxial system is obtained
in the case of the oblate initial conditions of run Co. In
this case there is also a clear difference between the ellip-
ticity of the three shells, the inner shell being the roundest.
There are some differences in the evolution of the shape
parameters for the central objects formed in runs C1 and
C2. The inner parts of the object of run C1 get rounder
with time, while this is not the case for the object formed
in run C2. This might be explained by the different merg-
ing histories of the two simulations.
Fig. 8. Time evolution of the axial ratios of the central galaxy
in our collapsing simulations. The solid line indicates the evo-
lution of these ratios for the shell containing the particles
with binding energy between the 5th and 30th percentiles. The
dot-dashed line corresponds to the intermediate shell contain-
ing particles with binding energies between the top 30th and
60th percentiles, and the dotted line corresponds to the outer-
most shell, containing particles with binding energies between
the 60th and 90th percentile.
In Fig. 9 we can see the time evolution of the axial
ratios of the central objects formed in the initially viri-
alised systems. Note that these spherically virialised sys-
tems form rounder objects than those formed by spheri-
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cally collapsing simulations. In the latter cases, the galax-
ies in the collapse follow mainly radial orbits and enter the
central galaxy in some particular direction thus affecting
the shape of the central object. On the other hand, in the
virialised systems an important fraction of the mass of
the central galaxy comes from material stripped from the
secondary galaxies. This material accumulates onto the
central object at a slower rate and, coming from any di-
rection, gives rise to these rounder objects. The differences
between runs Vc1 and Vc2, which are different realisations
of the same initial conditions, are rather small.
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the virialised simulations. In
this case all the resulting objects are nearly spherical. Lines as
in Fig. 8.
Observations indicate that the brightest cluster galax-
ies seem to be more triaxial than what our simulations
show, and that their projected axial ratios have mean val-
ues lower than the values obtained in our simulations (Ry-
den et al. 1993). This may indicate that the initial con-
ditions for the formation of clusters of galaxies were far
from spherical and/or very anisotropic.
Does the orientation of the central object reflect the
orientation of the cluster from which it initially formed?
Two of our simulations, Cp and Co, have non-spherical ini-
tial conditions. As we already saw they form non-spherical
central objects. Fig. 10 shows the angle between the mi-
nor axis of the initial configuration and that of each shell
of the central object of run Co as a function of time. We
see that for all three bins there is a very good alignment
of the central object with the initial cluster. The central
object formed in run Cp is much more spherical. For that
reason, in Fig. 11 we have plotted the angle between the
major axis of the central object and the major axis of the
initial configuration, as well as the angle between the me-
dian axis of the central object and the major axis of the
initial configuration. Again the three shells of the central
object are treated separately. The two major axes coincide
well at all times for the outer shell. They correspond well
most of the time for the median shell, and for some times
for the innermost one. For these two shells and for the
times when the two major axes do not coincide, it is the
intermediate axis that corresponds to the direction of the
initial major axis, especially in the inner, more spherical
regions. Similar results have been found by Rhee & Roos
(1990) in their simulations of collapsing small clumps of
galaxies, although they find that the orientation is better
preserved in initially prolate, rather than initially oblate
systems.
4.2.2. Volume density
In order to study the properties of the central galaxy as
a whole we define the principal directions of the whole
galaxy as the principal axes of the inertia tensor of par-
ticles with binding energy between the 5th and 60th per-
centiles. The last shell is discarded because the outermost
particles often have a substantial asymmetry. The eigen-
values of this system were used to define the ellipticity of
the galaxy as a whole and we take its principal directions
as the directions of the eigenvectors. Using these values
we fitted the three dimensional density profile to a Hern-
quist profile (Hernquist 1990) using the expression given
by Dubinski & Carlberg (1991):
ρ(q) =
MT
2pi
1
c1c2
qs
q
1
(q + qs)3
where MT is the total mass, qs is a scale length, related
to the half mass ellipsoidal surface
q1/2 = (1 +
√
2)qs,
q is the ellipsoidal coordinate
q2 = x2 +
y2
c2
1
+
z2
c2
2
and c1 and c2 are the axial ratios of the whole galaxy.
The particles in the central object were sorted accord-
ing to their ellipsoidal coordinate and binned in shells,
each containing 200 particles. A good fit to the Hernquist
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Fig. 10. Time evolution of the angle between the minor axis
of the initial configuration and that of the central galaxy for
Run Co. In the upper panel the angle refers to the shell con-
taining the particles with binding energy between the 5th and
30th percentiles. The middle panel corresponds to the interme-
diate shell containing particles with binding energies between
the top 30th and 60th percentiles, and the lower panel corre-
sponds to the outermost shell, containing particles with bind-
ing energies between the 60th and 90th percentile.
profile indicates that the mass distribution is stratified on
similar ellipsoids at all radii. This profile was fitted for all
the central objects in each snapshot of the simulations.
The results are shown in Fig. 12 for the collapsing groups.
All the galaxies formed in the collapsing simulations are
well fitted by the Hernquist profile. In Fig. 13 we show
the same plot for the initially virialised systems. We can
see that the objects formed in the strongly bound systems
(runs Vc1 and Vc2) are also well fitted by the Hernquist
profile. Run V is the most interesting case. The central
object formed in this simulation is not well fitted by the
Hernquist profile, thus indicating that the object formed
under these initial conditions has a different structure.
Fig. 11. Time evolution of the angle between the major and
median axes of central galaxy with the major axis of the initial
configuration for Run Cp. The solid line corresponds to the
major axis and the dotted line corresponds to the median axis.
4.2.3. Velocity dispersion and anisotropy
To measure the degree of isotropy in the central galaxies
we use the mean velocity dispersions in each of the prin-
cipal directions. For a spherically virialised central object
we expect similar values along each of the principal axes.
In Fig. 14 and 15 we plot the results for the collapsing
groups and virialised groups respectively. For the collaps-
ing groups we see that the values in any direction vary
in a very irregular way, while for the initially virialised
simulations they remain nearly constant during the time
span of the simulation. These differences are due to the
different evolutionary histories of the two classes of sys-
tems, as discussed in section 3 and shown in Fig. 4. In the
collapsing groups the mergings occur at a roughly con-
stant rate all through the evolution, and at all times there
is material that has not settled yet to some equilibrium.
On the other hand, for the virialised systems the central
objects are to a large extent the result of mergings during
the initial stages of the evolution, between the galaxies
forming the central seed. Thus the material has had more
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Fig. 12. Fits of the three dimensional density distribution of
the central objects formed in the collapsing simulations. In
the left panel we show fits of Hernquist profiles to the data
corresponding to the last integration step. In the right plane we
show the deviations of the real density from the fitting function
for all the radii and all the snapshots. The small values of these
deviations indicate good fits by this law for the entire system
and thus that these central objects are homologous.
time to settle to equilibrium. The addition of new mate-
rial, both by merging and in the form of stripped mate-
rial, comes at a slower rate, presumably slow enough so
as not to alter the existing equilibrium in any crucial way.
The presence or absence of irregularities is not the only
difference between collapsing and virialised cases. For col-
lapsing groups the velocity dispersion along the X axis
is systematically higher than the velocity dispersion along
any other direction. This is in agreement with the fact that
these are non-spherical systems supported by anisotropic
velocity dispersion tensors. Note also that the radial mo-
tions dominate over the tangential ones in all cases. This
is due to the particular process of formation of these ob-
jects, whereby merging galaxies enter the central object
following mainly radial orbits. On the other hand for ini-
tially virialised cases the velocity dispersion along the X
axis does not dominate over the velocity dispersion along
the rest of the principal directions, in agreement with the
Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12, but for the virialised simulations.
Note that the central object formed in run V is not well fitted
by the Hernquist profile, indicating a non-homologous nature
for this object.
fact that these objects are less ellipsoidal. The three com-
ponents of the velocity dispersion in spherical coordinates
are also nearly equal during all the simulations, indicat-
ing that they are isotropic systems in equilibrium and that
there is no ordered motion of the particles which consti-
tute these central objects.
4.3. Two dimensional properties.
In order to compare our simulations with the observations
of cD galaxies we use the following procedure. We first
choose a random projection of the central object. We fix
the Z axis and make a rotation about it with a random
angle between 0 and 2pi. Then, we fix the Y axis and repeat
the same procedure and finally we do the same with the
X axis. Next, we select a random number between 0 and
1 and if this number is less than 1/3 we project the galaxy
on the Y −Z plane, if the number is greater than 1/3 and
less than 2/3 we project the galaxy onto the X −Z plane
and, if the random number is greater than 2/3 we project
onto the X−Y plane. Then, for each particle, we keep its
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Fig. 14. Time evolution of the mean value of the velocity
dispersion of the central object formed in the collapsing simu-
lations. In the left panel we show the time evolution along the
three principal directions. These values indicate that the cen-
tral galaxies have anisotropic velocity dispersion tensors. In the
right panel we show the median value of the dispersion using
spherical coordinates. Radial motions dominate in the objects
formed by collapse.
projected position and the vertical velocity. The projected
object is placed at its center of mass according to these
two dimensional positions and the two dimensional inertia
tensor is calculated. Using the two eigenvalues (a > b) of
this tensor we define for each particle the quantity
q = x2 +
y2
(b/a)2
and the particles are ordered according to this value in
increasing order. Then they are grouped in bins of 200
particles and we compute the surface density of each bin,
except for the particles in the innermost 1.5 kpc, which
are the ones mainly affected by the softening of our simu-
lations. We do this for 9 random projections of the central
object in each simulation and for each timestep. This pro-
cedure allows us to study the time evolution of the pro-
jected density profiles of the central galaxies formed in our
Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 14 but for the central objects formed in
the virialised simulations. In this case there are no differences
between the velocity dispersion along any of the principal direc-
tions, in agreement with the fact that these objects are nearly
spherical. Contrary to the case of collapsing simulations, ra-
dial motions do not dominate, indicating a higher degree of
isotropy.
simulations, while checking at the same time for possible
dependencies on the viewing angle.
4.3.1. Time evolution of the surface density profiles.
The main bodies of D and cD galaxies have surface bright-
ness profiles which are well fitted by a de Vaucouleurs law
(Lugger 1984, Schombert 1986). cD galaxies show an addi-
tional luminous halo and the external parts of these galax-
ies no longer follow the same de Vaucouleurs law as their
main bodies (Oemler 1976, Schombert 1986). The colour
profiles of these halos seem to be essentially flat and there
is no evidence for breaks or discontinuities at the start
of the cD envelope, nor for excessive blue colours in the
envelope itself (Mackie 1992).
In order to be able to compare our results with the
observations we study the time evolution of the surface
density profiles using as a reference the r1/4 law. We start
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our study at the time corresponding to half the total time
span of the simulation. At this time the central object
has already formed and contains more than 10000 par-
ticles. Using the procedure described above we compute
the surface density profiles of the central galaxies formed
in our simulations. These two-dimensional density profiles
can be grouped into three categories. In the first category
we find the profiles that can be well described by the de
Vaucouleurs law. These are the typical profiles of elliptical
galaxies, but they are also typical of the brightest cluster
members found in poor AWM and MKW clusters and in
some Abell clusters, for example NGC 2329 in A569, or
the central galaxy in A2029 (see the Schombert 1986 pro-
files). In the second category we find the profiles that fall
systematically below the r1/4 law. This is also the case
for some brightest cluster members, like the ones in A665,
A1228 and A2052 (Schombert 1986). Finally we come to
the category of profiles typical of cD galaxies. In a galaxy’s
external parts, the profiles in this category are systemat-
ically above the r1/4 law. This is the case for the central
galaxies in A779, A1413 and A2199 (Schombert 1986).
We find that the density profile of the central galaxy is
determined by the initial conditions of the simulation and
does not depend on the viewing angle. The tightly bound
and virialised groups (runs Vc1 and Vc2) give central ob-
jects that can be well described by the r1/4 law. The time
evolution of the density profile of run Vc2 is shown in
Fig. 16. The surface density profile of this galaxy is well
fitted at all times by a de Vaucouleurs law and the same
holds for the central galaxy formed in run Vc1. As shown
in the previous section, the three dimensional profile of
these objects is well described by the Hernquist profile. As
the projection of the Hernquist profile gives good fits to
the r1/4 law for a large range radii (Hernquist 1990) these
good fits are not surprising. Note also the good agreement
between the profiles obtained in the different projections
at each timestep, indicating that there is no dependency
of the surface density profile on the viewing angles.
The second category of surface density profiles arises
in the collapsing simulations, especially the ones with
anisotropic initial conditions. Fig. 17 gives the time evo-
lution of the profile of the central galaxy of run Cp. We
can see that the r1/4 law gives good fits only in the main
parts of the galaxy, while the external parts fall systemat-
ically below this law. This is true for all projection angles,
but is more pronounced for the profile along the minor
axis and less so for the profile along the major axis. The
profiles of the central objects formed in the spherically
collapsing simulations also have this feature, but it is not
as pronounced, and the profiles can be well fitted by a
r1/4 at some timesteps. As the objects formed in the col-
lapsing simulations are the ones which show more signs
of triaxiality, especially in the anisotropic collapses and
in the external parts, this behaviour may be an effect of
the triaxiality of the central galaxies. Thus, the presence
Fig. 16. Time evolution of the surface density profiles of the
central object formed in run Vc2. For each time we show the
profiles of nine random projections and the mean best fitting
de Vaucouleurs law, which is a good description during all the
times.
of profiles falling below the r1/4 law may be indicative of
objects with strong departures from spherical symmetry.
The most interesting cases belong to the third type
of surface density profiles, the ones typical of cD galax-
ies, shown in Fig. 18. These profiles are obtained only
in the simulation of the more extended virialised group
(run V). The central object formed in this simulation dis-
plays strong differences between the outer shell of material
and the inner parts. Moreover, as we saw in the previous
section, its three dimensional density profile is not well de-
scribed by the Hernquist law. This is a result of the partic-
ular formation process of this object, where the mass com-
ing from stripped material is more important, and leads
to surface density profiles typical of cD galaxies. It is im-
portant to note that such profiles are not transient, as was
the case in the simulations of merging galaxies by Navarro
(1990), and that they are independent of the viewing an-
gles. In our simulations, the deviation from a single r1/4
law appears as the central object is formed. The inner
parts, which correspond to the most bound particles, are
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 16 but for the object formed in run Cp.
In this case the r1/4 law is a good fit only for the main body of
the object, while the external parts fall systematically below
this law. This can be a signature of the triaxiality of these
objects.
well fitted by an r1/4 law, while the external parts, which
correspond mainly to accreted material, form a halo that
can be associated with the halos of cD galaxies found in
the central parts of clusters of galaxies. The mass of the
system is distributed evenly between the central parts,
well fitted by an r1/4 law, and the external parts forming
the halo.
4.3.2. Position in the µe −Re plane.
One of the best studied correlations between the global
properties of elliptical galaxies is the relation between the
parameters defining the best fitting r1/4 law, i.e. the ef-
fective radius Re and the effective surface brightness µe.
These two parameters are found to be mutually depen-
dent, with a relation of the form µe ≃ 3.3 logRe+ constant
(Kormendy 1977). Brightest cluster members seem to be
an extension of the elliptical sequence towards greater ef-
fective radii and lower effective surface brightness. These
galaxies, however, have a tendency to be located above
Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 16 but for the object formed in run V. In
this case the r1/4 law fits the profile only in the main body of
the object, while the external parts have systematically higher
values. This is the profile typical of a cD galaxy. This effect is
not a transient phenomenon and is linked to the structure of
the central galaxy.
the mean relation defined by normal ellipticals (Schombert
1987) and even to have a shallower slope in this relation
(Hoessel et al. 1987).
How are the central objects formed in our simulations
distributed in the µe−Re plane? In the preceding subsec-
tion we discussed the fits of the r1/4 law to the projected
density of our central objects at different timesteps. From
these we obtain the values of the corresponding µe and
Re, assuming an M/L = 5. We used nine different ran-
dom projections, but, since their results are very similar,
we randomly select one of the set of values and we plot it
on the µe−Re plane. We note that different values ofM/L
will of course shift the points along the Y axes, while main-
taining their relative positions. This can also be achieved
by another rescaling of the computer units. We will thus
be mainly interested in the slope of the correlation. The
objects formed in our simulations follow a relation in this
plane similar to the relation for elliptical galaxies. In the
top panel of Fig. 19 we show the correlation for the central
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galaxies formed in the collapsing groups and in the bot-
tom panel the correlation for the central galaxies formed
in the virialised systems. As the simulation evolves the
central objects get denser and more extended and the cor-
responding points in this µe −Re plane are displaced to-
wards greater Re and to smaller µe. Both groups of galax-
ies follow a relation of the form µe ≃ 3.7 logRe+ constant.
This slope is somewhat higher than the one found for el-
liptical galaxies. Using all the data together we obtain a
correlation with a slope of 3.9. The objects formed un-
der virialised initial conditions are less dense objects and
so they fall systematically towards higher surface bright-
nesses than the objects formed in collapsing systems and
this bias gives the higher slope when all the data are used
together.
Another interesting point in this respect concerns the
halos of cD galaxies. The properties of these halos can be
characterised by fitting an r1/4 law to the outer parts of
the surface brightness profile, i.e. the part outside the re-
gion which is well fitted by the r1/4 corresponding to the
main body of the galaxy. Schombert (1988) finds that, on
the µe − Re plane, these halos form an extension of the
relation found for ellipticals and brightest cluster galaxies
towards still lower surface brightnesses and larger effective
radii, perhaps with a steeper slope. We repeated this for
the halos of the central galaxies formed in our run V and
give the results in the bottom panel of Fig. 19. They have
the same properties with respect to their parent objects
as the halos of cD galaxies with respect to their parent
galaxies. Schombert (1988) has argued that these halos,
which also follow the luminosity profiles of other material
in the cluster, like the diffuse background, can not form by
mergers but have to form by a process separate from that
of first-ranked ellipticals. This is not borne out by our sim-
ulations which show that, although the halo has in many
respects different properties from the main body of the
galaxy, there is no distinct discontinuity in the formation
process. Schombert models these halos as a separate en-
tity using a two-component model combining an elliptical
galaxy and a separate halo component with differentM/L
ratios and velocity dispersions, but the models are fitted
with a wide range of values for these parameters. If the
halo is a separate entity, we would expect it to have the
same velocity dispersion as the system of secondary galax-
ies in the cluster. At first, data from the central galaxy in
A2029 (Dressler 1979) seemed to be in agreement with
this idea. Recent data, however, suggest that, while the
central galaxy in A2029 does have a rising velocity disper-
sion profile, this is not a feature common to first-ranked
galaxies (Fisher et al. 1995). The projected velocity dis-
persion profiles of the galaxies obtained in our simulations
are in agreement with the profiles of real brightest cluster
members. This can be seen in Fig. 20, where we show the
profile of the central galaxy formed in run V at the end of
the simulation. This is a mean profile obtained by adding
the profiles of the nine random projections of this object.
Fig. 19. Correlation between the surface brightness µe and
effective radii Re for the central galaxies of our simulations
at different timesteps. In the top panel we show the relation
for the galaxies formed in collapsing groups and in the bot-
tom panel the relation for galaxies formed under virialised
initial conditions. The solid line is in both cases a line with
the same slope as the Kormendy (1977) relation. The dot-
ted line is the correlation for our data. The dot-dashed line
in the bottom panel shows the correlation for the halos of the
cD-like objects formed in run V. Symbols for collapsing groups:
run C1 filled triangles, run C2 crosses, run Cp circles, run Co
diamonds. Virialised groups: run V halo swiss crosses, run Vc1
lozenges, run Vc2 triangles, run V stars.
The error bars indicate the dispersions over the mean val-
ues. The profiles for the rest of the galaxies obtained in our
simulations are of the same nature and are independent of
the viewing angles. The gradient in velocity dispersions is
also in agreement with the gradients in the profiles of real
galaxies. Thus, our simulations suggest that, the material
that forms the halo of cD galaxies does not need to be ma-
terial with high velocity dispersion. Deeper observations
are needed to confirm this result.
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Fig. 20. Projected velocity dispersion profile of the central
galaxy formed in run V at the end of the simulation. The gra-
dient in velocity dispersion is comparable to the gradient found
for real galaxies. The profiles for the rest of the galaxies in our
simulations are of similar nature.
4.3.3. The Faber-Jackson relation.
The Faber-Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson 1976) is a
relation of the form L ∼ σp between the total luminosity of
elliptical galaxies L, and their central velocity dispersions
σ. The value of p is still controversial but the most com-
monly accepted one is p = 4± 0.7 (Terlevich et al. 1981).
The brightest cluster members do not follow this corre-
lation very well, and tend to be brighter than predicted
from their central velocity dispersions using the relation
L ∼ σ4 (Malumuth & Kirshner 1981, 1985).
The relations for the galaxies formed in our simulations
are shown in Fig. 21. Instead of luminosity we use the total
mass. This seems to be a good approximation, as theM/L
ratio for ellipticals seems to be independent of luminosity
(Tonry & Davis 1981), or a weakly dependent function
of the luminosity of the form M/L ∼ L1/4 (Oegerle &
Hoessel 1991). Objects formed in collapsing simulations
are located on the log
10
M − log
10
σ plane very differently
from the objects formed under virialised initial conditions.
The galaxies formed in collapsing groups do not follow a
Faber-Jackson relation and give a scatter diagram in the
log
10
M − log
10
σ plane, while the data corresponding to
the galaxies formed from virialised initial conditions show
much less scatter. This can be explained if the Fundamen-
tal Plane is a consequence of the virial theorem (Pahre et
al. 1995). As we have seen in Fig. 14, the velocity dis-
persion profiles of these galaxies indicate that these sys-
tems are not in virial equilibrium. On the other hand,
the galaxies formed under virialised conditions are fully
isotropic systems and give better correlations. The solid
line shown in both diagrams corresponds to a line with the
same slope as the Faber-Jackson relation. The dashed line
shown in the panel of collapsing groups is a least squares
fit, while the dashed line in the panel of virialised groups
corresponds to the least squares fit of the galaxies formed
in runs Vc1 and Vc2. These objects, which are fully viri-
alised systems, give a slope of 3.6, i.e. in the range of the
Faber-Jackson relation. This value, however, is very uncer-
tain, as can be seen from the location of the corresponding
points in the lower panel of Fig. 21. It is interesting to note
that the objects formed in run V, which can be associated
with the cD galaxies in clusters, fall systematically above
the line corresponding to the correlation for runs Vc1 and
Vc2 which resemble elliptical galaxies, as is the case for
real cD galaxies (Schombert 1987). As stated in the be-
ginning of this section, Malumuth & Kirschner (1985) find
that brightest cluster members are systematically brighter
than what could be expected by the Faber-Jackson rela-
tionship. They furthermore find that this effect is stronger
for the subset of their galaxies classified by Morgan and
his coworkers as cD. It is tempting to draw an analogy be-
tween this result and our simulations. Unfortunately the
remainder of the Malumuth & Kirschner sample could also
contain some cD galaxies. Thus more observational work
is needed for a better comparison.
5. Summary.
We have performed N-body simulations of the dynamical
evolution of groups of galaxies with a variety of initial con-
ditions and with all the mass initially bound to galaxies.
Simulations with a common halo encompassing the group
will be discussed in a forthcoming article. Some of the
simulations correspond to free collapses with and with-
out spherical symmetry and the rest to initially virialised
systems. Our results are relevant to large groups or poor
clusters, subcondensations within larger clusters, during
times when the influence of the surrounding cluster can
be neglected, or to subunits that have come together dur-
ing cluster formation time to form a large cluster.
The dynamics of all but one of these systems is driven
by the merging instability (Carnevali et al. 1981). We find
that the condition for this instability to be operative in
virialised systems is that there must be a central concen-
tration of matter that drives the orbits of the galaxies to
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Fig. 21. Faber-Jackson relation for the central galaxies in our
simulations. In the top panel we show the results for the galax-
ies formed in the collapsing groups and in the bottom panel
the results for the galaxies formed in virialised groups. The
solid line is a line with a similar slope as the one for elliptical
galaxies. The dotted line is the correlation obtained from our
data. The different symbols correspond to different simulations
and several timesteps are shown for each simulation. Symbols
as in Fig. 19.
the center of the system. When this condition is fulfilled,
both collapsing and virialised groups form a giant cen-
tral object in the center. In this paper we have studied
its properties as a function of the initial conditions of the
simulations.
These central objects grow in time using two different
mechanisms. The first is known as “galactic cannibalism”
and consists in the merging of galaxy satellites that pass
near the giant galaxies. The second one is the accretion of
galactic material that is stripped from the satellite galax-
ies by tidal forces. The prevalence of one or another mech-
anism depends on the initial conditions of the group. In
the more extended and virialised systems the rate of mass
increase due to tidal stripping is comparable to the mass
growth due to merging. In the rest of the simulations that
form a central galaxy, the mass growth by merging is more
important.
The objects formed are oblate or mildly triaxial in
nature, especially in the cases of collapsing groups with
aspherical initial conditions. In such cases the orienta-
tion of the central object correlates well with that of
the initial group. In general the triaxiality is stronger
in the outer parts of the central object, in good agree-
ment with observations (Porter, Schneider & Hoessel 1991;
Mackie, Visvanathan & Carter 1990). Collapsing systems
are supported by anisotropic velocity dispersion tensors.
The tightly bound and virialised groups form nearly spher-
ical central galaxies. In most cases these systems can be
described as a stratification of ellipsoids with the same ax-
ial ratios. These galaxies have isotropic velocity dispersion
tensors. In these cases the volumetric density is well fitted
by an ellipsoidal Hernquist profile.
Projecting the density distribution, in order to com-
pare them with the properties of ellipticals and brightest
cluster members, we obtain surface density profiles that
can be compared with the surface brightness profiles of
real galaxies. We obtain three types of profiles that are
representative of the profiles of the galaxies in the centers
of clusters. Tightly bound virialised clusters and spherical
collapses give objects with profiles well fitted by an r1/4
law. These results are in agreement with the simulations
of van Albada (1982) and May and van Albada (1984).
The collapsing simulations from aspherical initial condi-
tions give galaxies whose surface density profiles are well
fitted by an r1/4 law only in the main body of the ob-
ject. The surface density in the external parts falls below
the r1/4 law. This kind of profile is also observed in real
brightest cluster members. As the galaxies formed in these
simulations are non-spherical objects, we suggest that this
could be a signature of the triaxiality in the surface den-
sity profiles. The most interesting case corresponds to the
central galaxy formed in the extended virialised clusters,
where stripping is more important. The surface density
profile of this object is also well fitted by an r1/4 law in
the main body of the galaxy, but in the external parts the
surface density profile is systematically above this refer-
ence law, as is the case for cD galaxies in clusters. The
central objects in our simulations have projected veloc-
ity dispersion profiles that are comparable to the profiles
of real galaxies. They seem to have a greater luminosity
than the luminosity corresponding to the central velocity
dispersions given by the Faber-Jackson relation and thus
again reproduce a property of brighter cluster members.
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